TOURISM AS ENVIRONMENTAL DISASTER:
Vulnerable Landscapes and Vulnerable Populations on the Atlantic Coast Barrier Islands
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1. COURSE DESCRIPTION
This semester-long graduate interdisciplinary course explores sustainable alternatives to tourist developments on the East Coast barriers islands and brings together three pedagogical components: an architecture design studio; a research and theory seminar, and a building and environmental technology course. From Maine to Florida barrier islands, a particularly valuable and delicate coastal landform, stretch along the US Atlantic seaboard. On the one hand, barrier islands formed by “constantly changing deposits of sand”[1] are critical for the protection of coastal ecosystems and communities, as they absorb the waves’ energy before hitting the coast, thus reducing both storm surge and flooding. On the other, they are also unique landscapes, with long white beaches and rich vegetation that merges with water in gorgeous marshlands. During the Jim Crow era, it was on these islands that the self-sustaining Gullah-Geechee communities found a safe haven in Florida, Georgia and the Carolinas. Once the first bridges were built in the 1950s, a massive invasion of the tourist industry took over the islands, bringing new infrastructure projects, higher ship traffic, travel-oriented constructions at various scales, from vacation homes to hotels of all sizes, and gated all-inclusive resorts. The short and long-term consequences have impacted both the ecosystems of the islands, and the communities inhabiting them, leading to the commodification of these coastal landscapes. Understanding the notion of the environment in its broadest sense and acknowledging the disastrous impact of abusive tourist practices, our course will address three major intertwined challenges that are threatening the existence of barrier islands and their specific cultures.
Social and cultural challenges. As tourist developments spread, degrading the very landscapes they were attracted to, they systematically displaced low-income groups from the most natural areas of the islands to the mainland. Ironically, though not unexpectedly, the African American communities originally established on the islands during the 19th and 20th century were the first ones to be removed through unregulated real estate practices, gentrification, and abuse of property rights.

Climate challenges. Once air-conditioning technologies became easily available, the hot and humid islands turned into “desirable ocean-side property”[2]. Unlike the low-impact Gullah-Geechee villages, the alterations of the landscape brought by the tourist industry led to sand erosion, rapid sea level rises, and extreme weather events, thus causing a progressive reduction of barrier islands’ surface and, in a downward spiral, reducing the protections they provide for the mainland.

Sustenance challenges. Thriving on consumption, tourism gradually erases self-sustained practices of land cultivation and production, which results in food deserts – an unfortunate paradox in an area where the natural climate, along with modern agricultural practices, would allow for sustainable farming.

COURSE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

The main objective of this course proposal is to explore strategies for the restoration and alternative occupation of 3 barrier island sites: Daufuskie Island, SC; Sapelo Island, GA and Cumberland Island, GA. We propose to look at tourism as a socially and environmentally problematic industry, for which we need to formulate alternatives that are socially responsible, environmentally respectful and economically sustainable. To do it we propose to group three different courses—(A) Design; (B) Research and History; and (C) Environmental Technologies—as three components in a coordinated sequence. Each of the components will hold a different role during the different parts of the semester.

Component A. DESIGN STUDIO: In response to the environmental effects of travel industry and aggressive real-estate developments, we will explore the design of self-sustaining communities on barrier islands through an integrated approach that brings together sustainability and social, cultural, and historic matters.

Component B. RESEARCH AND HISTORY SEMINAR: We will study the histories and cultures of the communities traditionally occupying these islands, along with the mechanisms that led to their erasure by tourism. Understanding the specificities of communities that are affected by travel industries is critical in proposing new modes of inhabitation and land-occupation that not only recognize what was lost in this process, but also contribute to the development of guidelines for future interventions.

Component C. ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGIES SEMINAR: We will study the climatic and geographic conditions of the sites, as well as technologies, materials, and building techniques that respond and adapt to these conditions. We will explore creative alternatives to conventional conditioning technologies.
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